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S_RY

A multilevel substructuring technique which includes a unique fiber substructuring concept is used for

the analysis of continuous fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites. This technique has four levels of

substructuring--from laminate to ply, to subply, and then to fiber. A stand-alone computer code CEMCAN

(CEramic Matrix Composites ANalyzer), incorporating this technique and specifically for the simulation
of ceramic matrix composites behavior, is currently under development at NASA Lewis Research Center

in Cleveland, Ohio. The thermal and mechanical properties, along with the microstresses, for a SiC//RBSN

(silicon carbide fiber and reaction bonded silicon nitride matrix) composite at different fiber volume ratios

and varying degrees of interracial bond around the fiber circumference are computed. Values predicted by
CEMCAN computer code are shown to bound the experimentally measured values. Results also show

that transverse tensile strength test can be a sensitive test method to assess interfacial conditions.

INTRODUCTION

In-house research at NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio over the past two decades has
focussed on the mechanics of materials approach for composite micromechanics and has resulted in several

computer codes for composite micromechanics and macromechanics. The primary intention of this research
is to develop composite mechanics theories and analysis methods that range in scale from micromechanics

to global structural analysis in one integrated code. The micromechanics theories are represented by sim-
plified equations and have been corroborated by experimental results and three-dimensional finite element

analyses (refs. 1 and 2). Among these codes are ICAN (Integrated Composite ANalyzer) (ref. 3) and
METCAN (METal Matrix Composites ANalyzer) (ref. 4). The ICAN and METCAN computer codes

were developed specifically for continuous fiber reinforced polymer matrix and metal matrix composites,
respectively.

Currently, ceramic matrix composites (CMC) are being developed for high speed engine applications

because of their increased strength, fracture toughness and creep resistance in demanding service environ-

ments. To analyze the behavior of these ceramic matrix composites, a unique and novel substructuring

technique has been developed and is being incorporated into a stand-alone computer code CEMCAN

(CEramic Matrix Composites ANalyzer). This technique has four levels of substructuring--from laminate
to ply, to subply, and then to fiber. The fiber is substructured into several slices and the micromechanics

equations are applied at the slice level. Although the basic philosophy can be applied to the analysis of

any continuous fiber reinforced composite, the emphasis here is on the development of a computer code to

specifically analyze and simulate aspects unique to ceramic matrix composites. The aspects of interest



include varying degrees of interfacial bond around the fiber circumference and accounting for the fiber

breaks and local matrix cracking which may lead to rapid degradation of interphase at higher tempera-
tures due to oxidation. In addition, the multilevel substructuring technique used in CEMCAN can

account for different fiber shapes and integrate the effect of all of these aspects on composite properties/

response and, in turn, provide a greater detail in stress distribution.

The objective of the present paper is to briefly describe the multilevel substructuring concept used in

the CEMCAN computer code, and to show some illustrative examples to demonstrate the versatility of
the code.

NOMENCLATURE

E

G

//

K

Young's modulus

shear modulus

coefficientof thermal expansion

Poisson'sratio

thermal conductivity

Subscripts

t slice

f fiber

m matrix

i interphase properties

1-1 longitudinal direction (along the fiber)

2-2

and directions transverse to the fiber

3-3

FIBER SUBSTRUCTURING AND MICROMECHANICS

Composite micromechanics equations are used to determine the equivalent elastic properties of a

composite material in terms of the elastic properties of the constituent materials. The properties of

interest are composite moduli, Poisson's ratios, thermal expansion coefficients, thermal conductivities,

heat capacity, etc., and various composite strengths.

The micromechanics equations are derived for a representative volume element (RVE), sometimes

referred to as a "unit cell, _ which is the smallest region over which the stresses and strains are assumed

to be macroscopically uniform. The unit cell consists of fiber, matrix, and possibly an interphase treated

as a separate constituent. The geometry of the unit cell depends upon the chosen array pattern for the

fibers, e.g., square, hexagon or any other kind of repeating geometry. Equivalent properties for the unit

cell or RVE are then derived based on the constituent properties using a mechanics of materials approach.

This approach is based on certain assumptions, in addition to a chosen array pattern, such as : (a) all the

constituents are subjected to same strain in the fiber direction in the case of a unidirectional composite,

and (b) the same transverse stress is applied to all the constituents in the direction transverse to the
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fiber. These are standard assumptions used for the derivation of micromechanics equations, but they are

not mathematically rigorous. A mathematically rigorous solution that ensures the displacement continu-

ity across the fiber and matrix boundary can be obtained through the use of theory of elasticity.

The representative volume element used previously for ICAN consisted of two distinct regions A (matrix

only) and B (fiber and matrix). The unit cell for METCAN may consist of three distinct regions A, B,

and C (fig. 1). The region A consists of pure matrix, the region B may consist of matrix and interphase,

and region C consists of fiber, matrix, and interphase. The interphase is treated here as a distinct region
with distinct mechanical and thermal properties. Thus, it can represent a reaction zone formed due to the

chemical reaction between fiber and matrix or a separate layer provided intentionally to prevent such a

reaction. The different regions facilitate representation of nonuniformity in local stress distribution.

This approach has been taken one step further for the analysis of ceramic matrix composites. Although

the same square fiber array pattern is assumed, unit cell is further subdivided into several slices. The equa-
tions of micromechanics are derived for slices, i.e., slice equivalent properties are computed based on the

properties of the fiber, matrix, and interphase. The fiber substructuring and slice geometry is shown in

figure 2. The derivations of the micromechanics will not be given here as it was provided in some detail in

a previous reference (ref. 5). For example, if kf, kin, and k i are fiber, matrix, and interphase volume ratios

respectively, then (fig. 2)

kf = _; km= 2din; ki=2 di
s s s

The equivalent longitudinal slice modulus is given by,

]_111 = kf Efl I + k m Eml I + k i Eil I

The transverse modulus in the 2-2 direction is given by,

El2 2 :

Em22 Ef22 Ei22

k m Ef22 Ei2 2 + ki Ef2 2 Em2 2 + kf Era2 2 Ei2 2

and the longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient is given by,

a|l 1 =

kmam11Em11 + kiai11Eil I + kf ,'_fllEf11

E_I1

Similarly, other mechanical and thermal properties are expressed are in terms of the constituent proper-

ties. Once the equivalent slice properties are obtained, the equivalent properties of the unit cell or RVE
are obtained by using the laminate theory in an analogous manner as one would obtain laminate proper-

ties from ply properties. It should also be mentioned that 2-2 or horizontal slicing is used to compute 1-1

and 2-2 slice properties, while 3-3 or vertical slicing is used to compute slice properties in the 3-3 direction.
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CEMCAN COMPUTER CODE

This fibersubstructuringtechniqueand the micromechanics equationshave been programmed intoa

stand-alonecomputer code CEMCAN. Only a briefdescriptionof the code willbe provided here,since

more detaileddescriptionwas provided inan earlierreport(ref.5).

The integration of the slice properties to obtain the equivalent properties of a unit cell or RVE is
accomplished by using the classical laminate theory. If there is only one fiber through the ply thickness,

then the ply equivalent properties are identical to the properties of tl_e unit cell or the RVE. If there are

a number of fibers through the thickness of a single ply, then the unit cell properties have to be integrated

by using the laminate theories again to obtain the ply properties. Then, the laminate or composite prop-

erties are obtained from the single ply properties by using macromechanics theories. The laminate theory

will not be explained here as it can be found in any composite mechanics textbook (ref. 6, for example).

After the laminate properties are computed, the next step is to obtain the laminate response due to

externally applied loads. CEMCAN flowchart is shown in figure 3. The left side of the chart shows the

composition or synthesis of the properties from slice to laminate level. The right hand side of the flow-

chart shows the decomposition of the response from laminate to ply, to slices, and then to microstresses.

CEMCAN computer code has a similar type of resident data bank as in the previously developed com-

posite mechanics codes at NASA Lewis. The user needs to specify only the code names of the constituent

materials in the input file and the program searches and selects the appropriate material properties from

the data base. New materials can be easily added to the data base as they become available.

Currently, the code can predict the composite mechanical and thermal properties and can compute the

stresses based on a linear laminate analysis. The stresses at ply, slice, or constituent levels can be obtained.
The user can specify the number of slices in a unit cell and the state of interfaciai bonding around the

fiber circumference in each slice ranging from 0 (completely debonded) to 1 (fully bonded). To obtain the

mechanical properties of the interphase, the values provided in the resident data bank will be multiplied

by the factor (0 to 1) representing interracial bonding. Thus, if the interphase in a slice is completely

debonded, the mechanical properties of the interphase will be reduced to negligible (almost zero) values.
As mentioned earlier, the code can currently carry out a linear laminate analysis only. Future modifica-

tions to the code will include capability to perform nonlinear laminate analysis, where the nonlinearity in
the material behavior will be considered at the constituent level.

The CEMCAN, in conjunction with a finite element analysis code, can also be used to analyze woven

composite materials. A typical element of the finite element model is shown in figure 4. Material prop-

erties at the nodes of the finite element model can be used for the analysis. Such properties, integrated

through the thickness can be obtained by using CEMCAN at every node. For example, if a section is

taken at A-A or B-B (fig. 4), there will be a certain number of 0 plies, certain number of cross-plies and

matrix rich area. Each ply is represented by a unit cell (fig. 3) with proper orientation. The code will
compute the ply properties and then integrate them through the thickness to obtain the nodal properties

like force-deformation relations. The force-deformation relations at the nodes can then be used as input to

the finite element model to analyze the structural component made from woven fabric material.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

The composite system analyzed here is a unidirectional SiC/RBSN (silicon carbide SCS-6 fibers in

reaction bonded silicon nitride matrix). The thickness of the interphase is taken as 5 percent of the fiber
diameter. The typical properties of these constituents based upon the data given in reference 7 are listed



in table I. In computing the composite properties and the response, both a strong and a weak interphase

have been considered. In a strong interphase, the properties of the interphase are taken to be the same as

the matrix properties, while in the case of a weak interphase, the normal and shear moduli of the inter-

phase are reduced to negligible (near zero) values. Thus, the lower and upper bounds to the mechanical

properties can be established. The fiber has been substructured into seven slices. The predicted composite

properties/response have been compared to experimental values wherever available, and, although the
results are not shown here, composite response/properties are verified with METCAN predictions and

detailed three-dimensional finite element analyses.

Mechanical Properties

Longitudinal and transverse moduli for unidirectional SiC/RBSN composite at three fiber volume

ratios 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 are shown in figures 5 and 6. There is very little degradation in the composite

longitudinal modulus with a weak interphase showing that the longitudinal modulus does not depend

upon interfacial conditions. The transverse composite modulus shows substantial degradation with a weak

interphase showing that the transverse modulus strongly depends upon the matrix properties and the
interfacial conditions. Comparison with the experimental values is made in figure 7 for a nominal fiber

volume ratio of 0.3. The experimentally measured value for longitudinal modulus is higher than the

CEMCAN prediction, but since the longitudinal modulus does not depend upon the interfacial conditions,

it suggests that the nominal fiber volume ratio in experimental samples is greater than 0.3. Once, the
nominal fiber volume ratio is determined from the measured value of longitudinal composite modulus, one

can estimate the interfacial conditions or the amount of debonding a priori by comparing the experimen-

tally measured value of transverse composite modulus and the CEMCAN prediction for that nominal

fiber volume ratio. Poisson's ratio v12 for three different fiber volume ratios and the comparison with the
experimental value for 0.3 fvr is shown in figure 8 and the agreement is excellent. Although, the results

are not shown here, the METCAN and three-dimensional finite element analyses predictions were in

excellent agreement with CEMCAN predictions.

Thermal Properties

Composite thermal expansion coefficients for the longitudinal and transverse direction for three fiber

volume ratios 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 are shown in figures 9 and 10. The longitudinal thermal expansion coeffi-

cient does not depend upon the interfacial debonding as the longitudinal behavior is largely controlled by

the fibers, while the transverse thermal expansion coefficient shows substantial increase for a fully debonded

interphase as it approaches towards the matrix value. The experimental values for the thermal expansion
coefficients at room temperature were not available. The longitudinal and transverse composite thermal

conductivities are shown in figure 11 for the same three fiber volume ratios. The only experimental value

available was for the longitudinal thermal conductivity at a nominal fvr of 0.3 and is shown in figure 11.

The value of thermal conductivity for both strong and weak interphase was taken to be the same, hence

the weak or strong interphase does not make a difference on the composite thermal conductivity values.

The CEMCAN predictions for the composite thermal expansion coefficients were also compared with

METCAN and three-dimensional finite element analyses predictions and they showed excellent agreement.

Microstresses

_crostresses in all the constituents for both longitudinal and transverse loading are shown in fig-

ures 12 and 13, respectively. The microstresses are shown for a unidirectional composite with a fiber



volumeratio of 0.3. Sincethe longitudinal responseis largelycontrolledby thefibers,thereis little
changein thefiber or matrix stressfor longitudinalloadingas the interphase is fully debonded. For the

transverse loading case, the matrix transverse stress in the A region for the fully debonded interphase

becomes approximately three times the stress for the case of strong interphase. If the ratio of the trans-

verse stress to the matrix strength is considered, the matrix in the A region will fail at one-third load for

a fully debonded interphase as compared to the case of strong interphase. This suggests that the

transverse tensile strength test method can be a sensitive test method to assess interracial conditions.

This is in direct agreement with the authors previous work on composite microfracture (ref. 8). These
stress values have been compared to the values predicted by the METCAN computer code and finite

element analysis. Although the aggregate, or average values are shown in the figures for a region, the

CEMCAN code predicts the stress variation through the ply thickness via fiber substructuring, while the
other micromechanics based codes ICAN and METCAN only provide an average value of stress over a

region.

Partial Interphase Bond

The CEMCAN code has a unique feature that allows the user to specify a partial bond around the

fiber circumference and then integrate its effect up to composite properties/laminate response. The varia-

tion of some mechanical and thermal properties as a function of percent fiber circumference debonded is

shown in figure 14. Longitudinal or fiber controlled properties show little degradation, while the trans-

verse properties show greater degradation as a function of debonding. The debonding can also occur due

to the oxidation damage to the interphase when the composite is subjected to high temperatures. The

degradation of composite properties in a [015 composite is shown in figure 15 for different interracial

damage (debonding). If the interracial damage is limited to only the top and bottom plies (damage 1),
there is very little degradation in the composite properties and is difficult to detect by conventional

experimental measurements. However, if the experimentally measured values show greater degradation in

the composite properties, then the interracial damage will be more widespread as shown by damage 2

(linearly varying interracial debonding) or the complete debonding of the interphase in all the plies, as
shown by damage 3.

CONCLUSIONS

A multilevelsubstructuringtechniquewhich involvesa unique fibersubstructuringconcept embedded

in the computer code CEMCAN isused to analyzea unidirectionalceramic matrix composite.The for-

malism in CEMCAN computer code isgeneraland isapplicablefor the simulationof the behaviorin all

continuous fiberreinforcedcomposites,although the discussionhere islimitedto ceramic matrix compos-

ites.Based on the resultsshown, itcan be concluded that:

1. Fiber substructuring captures/represents greater local detail than other unit cell based microme-

chanics theories. Hence, it can simulate aspects unique to ceramic matrix composites such as varying

degree of inteffacial bonding around the fiber circumference and their effect on composite properties/

response.

2.The comparison between CEMCAN predictionsand experimentallymeasured valuesfora SiC/RBSN

composite shows good agreement. The strongand weak interphaserepresentupper and lower bounds,

respectively,forthe composite properties.
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3. Longitudinal composite properties are independent of interfacial conditions, while the transverse

composite properties are strongly influenced by the interracial conditions.

4. If the interracial debonding/damage is only limited to a few plies, the degradation in the composite

properties is minimal and difficult to detect by conventional experimental measurements.

5. Transverse tensile strength test method can be a sensitive test to assess the interfacial conditions.

6. CEMCAN computer code provides sufficient flexibility to study the interfacial effects and to better

interpret the experimental results.
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TABLE I.--PROPERTIES OF CONSTITUENT

(SiC/RBSN)

Modulus, GPa

Poisson's ratio

Shear modulus, GPa

Thermal conductivity, w/inK

Thermal expansion coefficient, ppm/C

SiC

fiber

390

0.17

150

1.4

2.2

MATERIALS

RBSN Interphue

matrix (weak)

II0 0.7

0.22 0.2_0

45 0.27

15 0.7

23.6 8.1
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